Marking Twain.
The first of the following two narratives is a personal reflection by the instructor of "Narrative Approaches to Bioethics," an elective in the PhD program at the Albert Gnaegi Center for Health Care Ethics at Saint Louis University. The author argues that perhaps the primary goal of medical ethics education should be to show how to construct plausible and defensible interpretations of human experience and sensibly resolve the problems that these happenings occasion. To that end, the author engaged the sympathetic reading capacities of his students by "thwarting" their expectations for medicalized case studies to "dissect" and instead chose works that invited careful readings of morally-complex literary works. One such reading was Huckleberry Finn, which the class read on the book's 100(th) anniversary. Huckleberry Finn chronicles Huck's search for truth, goodness and justice on the Mississippi River-a location the class explored on a field trip. The second narrative is the personal reflection of one of the students in this class and attests to the moral pedagogical power of Huck Finn. He relates the insights gleaned from a particular passage where Huck confronts moralistic dogmas.